Scoping Session


Participants:
3 from Local govt
3 from DoC
1 LCR
1 NIWA
1 Scientist
1 Ministry Fisheries

Questions:

	balance between managing weeds for horticulture & agriculture vs biodiversity purposes

Understanding each org’s processes and systems
	Where do you go to get info re. weeds currently?
	To what extent to you have access to or use modelling data from other orgs? How helpful
	Do you use predictive modelling tools? 
	What would you like to do that you can’t do now.
	What value would a NWDD be?


	Governance processes?



Kim: Why not use Weeds Module in Bioweb? What is the difference between this and that?
Shirley: Does include some control info
Beno: What about NZ Plan Network? Includes quite detailed photos for plant identification?
Shirley: But do they include weed plants?
Beno: Yes.
Melissa: Regionals want to know more about weeds than DoC.
Julian: Where did Bioweb weeds data come from? 
Shirley: It’s the only one on DoC GIS, because of confidentiality reasons (not necessarily BEST data).
Julian: Bioweb can be seen as first prototype that holds some of the data but not all of the data and doesn’t auto federate data from Regionals. Some manual ad hoc process to get this data from Regionals.
Beno: DoC currently on 10x10km grid.
Sara: One of the main issues for us is that the rate of infestation is measured against land parcel (address), rather than by area. Two examples of how this data can be misleading:
	3 adjacent properties, each with a small infestation.
	Also, infestation measured by proportion of property affected: so (smaller) suburban property can be seen as experiencing high infestation, but a (larger) rural property not. 


Margaret: Need both species and site data to be recorded.
James F.: This is the problem with the Regional council way of collecting data. Data attached to property, not actual location. Doesn’t give us the precise location. 
Sara: Grid square vs point/polygon data. Latter is good for surveillance of weeds.
Lynette: DoC GIS people would get confused by 10km grid square – would want something finer. Even data by property might be too coarse for them.
Melissa: Would depend on what other layers you were trying to relate to that data. 

Julian: History of this project
	Data is only useful if collected in a certain way
	Hybrid model for data harvesting for first few years

Need to find out what is actually viable

Beno: Would info about control operations be included.
Melissa: Predictive modelling is needed as well.
Julian: Need to access this data from other regions. 
Shirley: Need to share data to manage infestations on neighbouring regional boundaries
Julian: Also the issue of learning from other control attempts (especially if unsuccessful). 
Lynette: Also want to know if a weed WAS somewhere, so that further monitoring after clearing can be undertaken.
Kim: Doesn’t need to be a system as such, but to collect data in a compatible manner. If cannot achieve this data compatibility, then the system won’t be able to be developed either.
Beno: How much data sharing between regional councils is taking place?
Lindsey: Some – varies around the country.
James: EBoP compared strategies in other regions for weed control (eg. GWRC). Also managed Rook control with neighbouring councils. Also comparing control strategies to know whether it will be possible to work together or not. If other council not prepared to work on the problem, then EBoP know to just control the weed to their border.  Shifting from containment to surveillance, how quickly would it take for infestation to return – modelling. 

Beno: No need for a national system
	2 diff models of federated data (more federated system, than central)

Julian: diagram
	Federation protocol, rather than national system?
Shirley: Need to think about consequences of definition of ‘Weeds’. If project restricted to ‘weeds’ it could cut out useful synergies with other projects. 
Julian: In future could add on animal pests (for instance). Difference between ‘pest plants’ vs ‘plant pests’.
Sara: Data could be used to map distribution of bio-control agents.
Julian: May have to choose a manageable bite to begin work, rather than trying to incorporate everything.
Kim: Need 2 things: 
1. Data exchange standard. 
2. Simple system to give away to everyone for free. May not even need the central system.
Margaret: But could you use the central system to drive the standards out? A central system can be an effective way of driving change.
Kim: Julian’s 2nd diagram would be easier to sell. 
Julian & Kim: compare NZOR.

